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TWIN ADAPTER WITHMINI ADAPTER WITH

U-lock holder

BottleKlick on frame

Light bag Mini

Freeliner on handlebar

turnable

Handy Zip on handlebar

cable lock holder

MiniMap on stem

Compact on stem

42 43

Accessory includes Mini adapter

BOTTLE KLICK

The popular Bottlefix now comes with its own 

KLICKfix quick-release function. In this way a given  

bottle holder can be quickly „clicked“ onto the 

bike and released again within seconds. Can be 

used for all common bottle cages (up to 1kg). 

Mini-adapter included.
1650

HANDY ZIP  

A handy little bag for mobile phones, glasses, 

etc. Main compartment with zipper. Additional 

pocket for key, credit card or change. Available 

in two sizes. It can also be used with the saddle 

adapter.

Zip II: 6 x 17 x 4cm, 90g, 0,5L
0299 ZS

COMPACT 

For everyone who does not need a large hand-

lebar bag or wishes to combine a compact bag 

with the Sunny map holder. Two main com-

partments with zipper for camera, glasses and 

anything else you need at hand. Especially well- 

suited for mounting on the stem.

11x19 x 9cm

180 g, 2 L
0292 CS

LIGHT BAG MINI

Mini Bag for anything that needs to be within 

quick reach, whether it is your camera, glasses, 

energy bar or water bottle. The soft inner lining 

provides ideal protection for objects with sensi-

tive surfaces, such aluminum bottles. Outer mi-

ni-compartment with zipper for keys and small 

change. The drawstring can serve to close up 

the main compartment or to hold the bottle in 

place. max. 800g.

Ø 10cm x15cm

120g, 1L
0304 MS

CABLE LOCK HOLDER 

Universal fixture for easy retrofitting of cable  

locks. The Mini adapter is mounted via the stain-

less strap onto frames, handlebars or seat posts  

Ø 15-60 mm. The associated retrofit lock holder 

can be attached to cable locks Ø 6 -10 mm. 
0501 B

FREELINER 

Our map-holder with swivel coupling for quick 

turns from horizontal to vertical position. Per-

fect for all touring books and map formats up 

to 24,5 x12,5cm. Sturdy transparent raincover  

protects maps from wind and rain. Can be de-

tached within seconds and fixed again securely 

with a single „KLICK“. 

24,5 x 12,5 cm, 110 g
2705

U-LOCK HOLDER

Retrofit kit for Ø 12mm U-locks. The coupling 

can be directly mounted on the steel U-frame. 

Easy mounting with two stainless straps which 

make it suitable even for heavy locks (up to 

2kg). Fits frames Ø 15-60mm. The adapter can 

also be mounted onto integrated frame threads 

for bottle cages using countersunk head screws 

M5 x 25-30mm (not included).
0500 A

MINIMAP 

Handy map-holder competely made of plexi-

glass, easily mounted onto handlebar or stem 

using the KLICKfix Mini-adapter. All map sizes 

simply slide in. Can also be used in combination 

with handlebar bags. Two sizes available.

MiniMap I: 9 x15 cm, 90g

2703 

MiniMap II: 12 x 25cm, 150g
2704

mapholder,   lockholder,  holder for bottlecage, bags for Miniadapter

Small, round and multi-functional – the KLICKfix Mini adap-

ter. You can turn the head part of the adapter in 90° steps, 

allowing you to attach an accessory from any of four different 

directions. The bags can be fixed in an upright or horizontal 

position on the frame, handlebar, stem or seat post. 

Easy UNIFIT-mounting with stainless strap 

on Ø 15 -60 mm.

The Mini adapter and Twin 

adapter can also be screwed directly into integrated fra-

me threads for bottle cages (using countersunk head screws 

M5 x 25-30). Accessories for Mini adapter are also compatible 

with the KLICKfix saddle adapter. 

KLICKfix TIP !



LIGHT HOLDER FOR FORK OR FRAME

Provides a universal mounting solution for battery lights which can be obscured when used simulta-

neously with a handlebar bag. The fibre reinforced cylinder attached to a metal frame can be affixed 

to frames or forks and creates a permanent, secure and noise free mounting location for a battery 

light. 3,2 x 6x 6cm, 30g, cylinder Ø 26mm
1647

44

UNIDISC 

The first universal chain wheel disc of break-resistant material and modern 

design. New mounting system with glass fibre reinforced adapter socket 

that can be screwed into crank centre. Fits all cranks with inner thread. 

Disc does not come into contact with chain ring. Fast and easy mounting 

with single central screw. Available in black or transparent material. For 

chain wheels up to 48 sprockets.  

Ø 21cm, 90g

0729 G

0729 GT

SPOKEY PROFESSIONAL

The double-layered metal insert doubles the surface contact between tool 

and nipple. This allows you to perform a larger number of turns with less 

pressure. Especially well-suited for professional use, high torque, and sen-

sitive aluminum nipples. Double insert grips spoke nipple on all sides and 

prevents damage of nipple edges. 

Spokey Pro 3,25mm

red, 4,5 x 5cm, 12g
2195 PRO

Spokey Pro 3,40 mm

black, 4,5 x 5cm, 12g
2196 PRO

Spokey Pro 3,25mm

blue for thicker spokes 2,34mm 

4,5 x 5cm, 12g

2193 L

SPOKEY

The legendary, patented spoke tool, extremely light and robust. The 

unique design has proven its quality for 25 years among bikers and bike 

mechanics alike. The hardened steel insert is manufactured with the high-

est precision and grips the spoke nipple on all sides. A must-have in any 

toolbox, at home and on the road. 

Spokey 3,25mm, red 

Spokey 3,40 mm, black

4,5 x 4,7cm, 10g

45

2195
2196

Permanent mountings

MINIMOUNT 

Retrofit kit for lightweight accessories like re-

flectors, lights etc. The 360° revolving top per-

mits many different mounting positions. Easy  

mounting with stainless steel strap on tubes  

Ø 12- 28mm.
1648

BOTTLEfix EXTENDED

Retrofit kit for mounting bottle holder on the 

seatpost. Fits all common seat posts and bottle 

holders. 
1649 A

PUMPfix 

Universal pump holder. All pump sizes can be 

fixed between Pumpfix and the frame. Easy 

mounting with stainless steel strap on frames 

sized Ø 15-60mm. Only for pumps with inden-

tation for pump holders.
1849

BOTTLEfix

Retrofit kit for any kind of bottle holder. The 

adapter head revolves in 90° steps and thus per-

mits the fixation on handlebars, frame or seat 

post. Easy mounting with stainless steel strap on 

Ø 15-60mm. Especially practical on bikes wit-

hout integrated frame threads 

(such as kids‘ bikes).
1649

Unidisc chain wheel disc,  Spokey nipple wrench

               UNIFIT is a mounting system for bike accessories. It fits 

any diameter up to 60mm and ist easily mounted even onto 

oval frames. The stainless steel strap can be cut to the desired 

individual length. 

No risk of scratching even sen-

sitive frame surfaces, thanks 

to rounded strap edges. 
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Handlebar Adapter 

Contour Adapter 

Contour Max 

Quad Adapter

Quad MiniBloc

Saddle Adapter 

Mini Adapter 

Twin Adapter

Racktime Adapter

Rackpack Adapter 

GTA Plate 

Komfort Rail

Universal Rail

Modul Rail

Vario hook

Vario Top hook

Light holder

raincover

waterproof

new Product

antirust

Unifit mount

permanent mount

SYMBOLE                         

HANDLEBAR ADAPTER proven since years, robust, glass 
fibre reinforced. The patented security cable ensures that 
the adapter remains securely fixed and does not turne 
downwards. max. 7 Kg 

Extras:        MultiClip /MultiClip Plus / MultiClip E 
for fixation of GPS, speedo, e-bike Displays  
 
Distanz-Sets 5mm /43mm: more space  
for curved handlebars an cables 
 
oversize clamps for Ø 31,8mm 

Versions:    H.A. Standard Ø 22-26mm (also with lock) 
H.A. Universal Ø 22-31,8mm (also with lock) 
H.A. Oversize Ø 31,8mm 
 
H.A. E extra wide for combination  
with e-Bike Displays Ø 22-31,8mm 
(also with lock)

COMPATIBLE 
WITH

Contour

Contour Mini

Contour Max
bracket

max. 3 Kg

Quad Integral
Quad CamOn!

 S Y S T E M  O V E R V I E W

ADAPTER DISCRIPTION EXAMPLE

HANDLEBAR ADAPTER CADDY for mounting on vertical 
tubes such as stems or seat posts Ø 22-36mm. Suitable 
for foldable bikes, scooters, wheel chairs, golf caddys etc. 
Robust body made of fibre glass reinforced polyamide. 
max. 7 Kg

EXTENDER enables you to use all handlebar accessories 
on seat posts. Fits for seatposts Ø 25-32mm. 
max. 5 Kg

Extras:  Oversize clamp for Ø 32-36mm
Versions:     Extender with/without adapter head

HANDLEBAR ADAPTER FOR STEM for mounting on long 
vertical stems Ø 22,2-25,4mm. Favourable accessory po-
sition with a lower bary centre. This mounting position 
allows the adapter to remain independent of the inclina-
tion of adjustable stems. The bracket can also be turned 
upside down. max. 5 Kg
Versions:   with or without lock

HANDLEBAR ADAPTER FOR HEAD TUBE Only for bikes 
with special head tube threads (depth gauge 16/30mm). 
The new upturned shape increases the distance to the 
front wheel, that KLICKfix bags and baskets can be 
mounted even onto small foldable bikes. 
max. 5Kg

FRAME BRACKET Intended to be combined with the 
KLICKfix handlebar adapter. Only for bikes with special 
head tube threads (depth gauge 30mm).  
max. 5 Kg

CONTOUR ADAPTER for Contour Bags with aluminum or 
glassfibre reinforced bracket, comes with two clamps for 
seat posts Ø 25-28 and Ø 28-32mm,  
max. 2 Kg

Extras:        Oversize clamp for Ø 32-36mm

CONTOUR MAX ADAPTER fits to Contour Max Bags with 
double aluminum bracket. A Clamp for seat posts Ø 25-
32mm is included. 
max. 3 Kg

Extras:        Oversize clamp for Ø 32-36mm

QUAD MINI BLOC compact and small fixation for seat-
post, handlebar, frame or stem Ø 15-60mm (in combina-
tion with Integra saddlebags max. Ø 45mm) 
max. 1 Kg 

1  handlebar

2  Stem (horizontal)

3  Stem (vertical)

4  Head tube

5  Saddle

6  Seat post

7  carrier

8  frame

POSITION

ADAPTER DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE COMPATIBLE
WITH

VARIO TOP HOOK automatic adjustment to carriers with 
Ø 8-16mm, sits flush with the rack, so accessories can be 
used simultaneously on top. max. 10 Kg 

VARIO HOOK simple continuously adjustable hook for 
carriers Ø 6-16mm. max. 10 Kg   

SADDLE ADAPTER compact adapter for most sports 
saddles. Fits bags in our „Micro“ and „Handy“ series, as 
well as the cable lock holder. 
Accessories for Saddleadapter can also be used for the 
Miniadapter.  max. 1 Kg

MINIADAPTER head part of the adapter can be mounted 
in 90° steps to give access from different directions. Fits 
to Handy-, Microbags, cablelocks or mapholders. Easy 
mounting on frame, handlebar, stem or seat post Ø 15-
60mm. Accessories for Miniadapter can also be used for 
the saddleadapter. max. 1 Kg

CARRIER ADAPTER can be mounted with two brackets 
onto carriers up to 14,5cm in width. All accessories are 
locked through a central bar. Boxes, baskets or topcases  
are fixed on top of the adapter. Bags can be hung into 
the side slits. max. 3 x10 Kg

UNIVERSAL RAIL adjustable rail with flexible handle. 
With exchangeable hooks, reducing pieces for carrier  
diameters 8/10/12mm plus 16mm hooks for Kettler bikes. 
max. 10 Kg

Extras:        GTA Hooks to use pannierbags with Universal 
rail alternatively on the carrier adapter 

MODUL RAIL professional aluminium rail with movable 
hooks and continuously adjustable locking mechanism 
for Ø 8-16mm. max. 10 Kg 

KOMFORT RAIL classic, time-proven rail with a solid,  
removable handle. Continuously adjustable hook and  
locking mechanism for carriers Ø 8-13mm. 
max. 10 Kg

RACKPACK ADAPTER bags with this bottom coupling 
with strap release perfectly fit onto rackpacker or free-
rack carriers. Slide bag onto the freerack carrier and the 
bag locks in automatically. Just pull the strap for easy  
release ! max. 10 Kg

TWIN ADAPTER the quick-release retrofit kit for 12mm 
U-locks. The coupling can be directly mounted on the 
steel U-frame. Easy mounting with two stainless straps. 
Fits frames Ø 15-60mm. max. 2Kg

QUAD ADAPTER progressive fixation for smartphone 
bags and AriCases. The stainless steel band facilitates  
fixation to handlebars, stem or frame of any radius. 
max. 1 Kg

RACKTIME ADAPTER bags with this bottom coupling 
perfectly fit onto racktime carriers. max. 10 Kg

Micro plates

Bottleklick

Freeliner

MiniMap

cable clamp

coupling GTA

GTA Hooks

U-Lock clamp

Freeracks

Rackpacker

carrier
Ø 8-12 /16mm

carrier
Ø 8-16mm

carrier
Ø 8-13mm

carrier
Ø 8 -16mm
Ø 6-16mm

Racktime
Carrier

Quad 
adapterplate/ 
Clip Aricases 

rotatable
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stable
Steel bracket

max. 7 Kg

coupling on 
Reisenthel 

Bikebaskets
max. 5 Kg

Baggyplate
on baskets
max. 7 Kg
on bags

max. 2 Kg

plate on  
backpacks

with foldaway
bracket

max. 5 Kg

lightweight
Aluminum 

bracket
max. 2 Kg

Lamelloplate
continuously  
adjustable
max. 7 Kg

coupling  
on Sunny 

mapholder

inner plate
max. 2 Kg


